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Cold steel ti lite 6

Description Specifications Reviews Ti-Lite tactical folder reminiscent of 1950's styled switchblade folders, but unlike switchblades they are legal to carry almost everywhere. The Cold Steel Ti-Lite has a huge 6 inch Japanese made AUS 8A stainless steel blade with a high satin finish. It has a razor sharp cutting edge and a bayo style fake
top gate. The handle of this knife uses 43% glass filled Zytel and high quality stainless steel for the leaf spring lock and liners. The results are extraordinarily lightweight knives that are remarkably strong and priced so that almost everyone can afford one. For pocket carry Ti-Lite comes with a small, discreet steel clip. Read more Show less
Cold Steel's Ti-Lite folding knives evoke the elegant speed and rebellious lines of the classic 1950s switch blades. They have sharp and strong bead-blasted American S35VN Alloy blades, and CNC milled 7075 Aluminum handles that are finished with a protective EDP (Electric Discharge Plating) coating. The Ti-Lites are equipped with
our patent pending, stainless steel leaf spring lock (proven, in our tests, to hold upwards of £145).  For easy carry, Ti-Lites is equipped with a small, but discreet steel pocket clip, and can be opened quickly using thumb studs or by sticking a quillon to the edge of your pocket when you pull your knife out. Weight: 9oz Blade Thickness: 4mm
Blade length: 6 Blade steel: S35VN Handle Length/Material: 7 7075 Aluminium Overall Length: 13 Additional features: Ambidextrous Pocket/Belt Clip Page 2Page 3Page 4 Pros: Blade Sharpness, Lock Type, Handle Material, Overall Quality, Pocket Clip, Ease of Opening, Manage Feel, Weight, Lock Ease of Use, Blade MaterialCons:
NoneEasily My New Favorite Knife. I have a large collection of knives ranging from multi-tool Victorinox, fixed knife blade diving knives, OTFs (Microtech) to throwing knives and mega-folders and this knife right here is frankly my absolute favorite of them all. I have the black G-10 version and also 4 versions, but 6 aluminum handle Ti-lite
is the boss. I highly recommend this knife, especially since it has The S35VN for a blade. I've hit hard objects with its edge and the thing still looks brand new. In addition, this knife is quite balanced and I have been able to throw it well since the very first time. Just buy it already, dude! Advanced search options X Subscribe today:
Exclusive Specials, Free Stuff with Every Order, Early Access to New Items! No thanks Cold Steel Ti-Lite 6 folding knife, zytelLamnia's specialty is a selection of more than 5000 knives and folding knives. We carry hundreds of Scandinavian knives, the famous Finnish Puukko knives among them; folding knives, hunting knives and kitchen
cutlery from the world's best brands such as Spyderco, Cold Steel, Roselli, Fox Cutlery and Marttiini.
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